THE PROS

Mystery / Identity
“Eyes on the prize”

Power Tags
A. Professional
B. Coordination
J. Expenses Account
F. Cool-Headed

Weakness Tags
A. Greedy Bastards
B. Stepping on each other’s toes

MASKED VIGILANTE INVESTIGATIONS

Mystery / Identity
“To keep this City clean, we need to get our hands dirty.”

Power Tags
A. Office Space
B. Got each other’s back
C. Blow off some steam

WEAKNESS TAGS
A. Greedy Bastards
B. In over our heads

DABBLERS IN THE MIST

Mystery / Identity
“What ancient secrets are hidden in this City?”

Power Tags
A. Empathic connection
B. Guidance from a strange mystic
J. Divine intervention

WEAKNESS TAGS
A. Evidence disappears
B. Won’t get fooled again
D. Insider Tip
J. Surveillance Equipment

CONSPIRACY BUSTERS

Mystery / Identity
“Who else is involved in this?”

Power Tags
A. Evidence disappears

WEAKNESS TAGS
A. Evidence disappears

CREW THEMES
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